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1 Introduction 
Continuous-time Markor chains are widely applicable for modeling practical 
situations that evol\e continuously in time with jumps or changes at spe-
cific epochs. Particu .arly, applications are found in coramunication (queue-
ing theory, broadcasting), computer performance evaluation (computer net-
works), manufacturing (material handling systems, assembly lines), inven-
tory theory, maintena ïce analysis and reliability. 
In dealing with continuous time Markov chains the technique of uniformiza-
tion, motivated by reuults in [2], has been shown to be a powerful tooi for 
both computational ar.d theoretical purposes over the last decades. Among 
various others, see ::or instance [13], p.110 for a short description of 
this techynique. For example, uniformization has been fruitfully exploited 
for Markov decision processes both directly (cf.i[8]) and indirectly such 
as by speeding up policy improvement schemes by artificially introducing 
extra decision epochs (cf. [14]). 
The uniformization t-chnique, however, is essentially based upon the as-
sumption of uniformly bounded transition or jump rates. Unfortunately, this 
assumption is too restrictive in many applications with unbounded state 
spaces. For example, in an infinite queueing model the service or departure 
rate can be linear ir. the number of customers present, in an inventory sys-
tem the demand rate ray have unbounded peaks, and in reliability the death 
rate may be linear in the elapsed life time. 
Recently, cf. [17], error bounds and rates of convergence have been provid-
ed for truncations o" discrete time infinite Markov chains. These results 
could be applied to infinite queueing systems with bounded jump rates by 
applying the uniform .zation technique. Other truncation results for dis-
crete time Markov chcdns and thus also continuous time Markov chains with 
bounded jump rates are given in [6], [7] and [20]. For infinite queueing 
systems with unbound >.d jump rates, however, the uniformization technique 
and thus also these discrete time results cannot be applied. 
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This paper, thereforÏ, is concerned with an approximate uniformization 
technique that applie.: to continuous-time Markov chains also with unbounded 
jump rates. This teel nique is a truncated version of Standard uniformiza-
tion. As the state sp ice is hereby truncated this technique is computation-
ally applicable in £ twofold manner. As a truncation of the transition 
rates and as a truncai:ion, but not necessarily associated to the rate trun-
cation, of the state space. An error bound for the accuracy will be esta-
blished which is reciprocal in the truncation limit with a conditioning 
constant depending upon estimates for the bias terms of the underlying 
reward structure associated with the performance measure of interest. 
To illustrate the approximate uniformization technique as well as how esti-
mates for these bias•terms can be obtained the results are applied to an 
inf inite queueing sy.c tem with breakdowns and unbounded service rates. An 
explicit error bound expression for this application will be provided. 
First, as unbounded jump rates are involved, conditions are to be imposed 
so as to exclude explosions. To this end, results from [15] will be adopted 
(section 2). Next, tl e approximate technique and the key theorem are pre-
sented (section 3). '..'he application to the breakdown system will then be 
examined in detail (section 4). An evaluation concludes the paper. 
2 Model and prelimi ïary results 
The system under investigation is a continuous time Markov chain or Markov 
jump model with state space N and transition or jump rates q(i,j) for a 
transition from statt= i into state j. Further, a reward rate r(i) is in-
curred per unit of tine when the system is in state i. First, let us intro-
ducé some notation ar i present assumptions. 
» 
q(i) - SjqCi.j) 
P(i,j) = q(i,j)/q(i) 
Further, for n: JN -* IR with /x(.) > 1 and /j-non-decreasing, which will be 
called a bounding furction hereafter, let 
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BM = {f; 1T -> ]R ; | jf | |^  < „j 
where 
||f||M = suPi |f( .)/p(i)| (f e B"). 
Then BH is a Banach pace endowed with norm ||.|| The following assump-
tions can than be sta'.:ed. 
Assumptions 2.1 For bounding functions n and /ir and constants K , Kr , 
M q l L r =s Kq (2 . i ) 
M r I L * Kr (2.2) 
r 
and with 
Mk - M r(M q) k (ie =0,1,2) 
and constants K,M, we have 
l|Sj p(.,j)MJ)|L £ K (k - 0,1) (2.3) k 
and either 
j 
or 
I|Sj>± q(.,j)tMk(J) - Mk(-)]IlM < M (k = 0,1,2) (2.4) 
l|Sj q(-.J)tMk(i) - Mk(-)]||„k < M (k - 0,1,2) (2.5) 
The assumptions (2.1 i and (2.2) allow for instance polynomially bounded 
jump and reward rates such as with 
/iq(i) = (1 + i) m 
/ir(i) = (1 + i) p 
for certain m and p. The restrictive assumptions (2.3) and (2.4) or (2.5) 
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are purely technical and argued in detail in [15]. Roughly speaking they 
are needed to excludt explosions. As per this reference, however, various 
practical situations with unbounded jumprates are covered such as most 
notably when for some constants r > 0, K < <*> and S. e W: 
q(i) > rq (V i) 
q+(i) - SJ>iq(i,j) < Kq (V i) (2.6) 
q(i,i+k) = 0 for all k > 2 (v i) 
which are satisfied in many one-dimensional queueing applications such as 
an M|Mj°o-queue. Under the above assumptions 2.1 the following lemma can now 
be concluded. Roughly, it states that marginal as well as total expected 
reward functions over a finite time length are properly defined by a deter-
ministic integral equation, completely similar to the Standard bounded jump 
and reward case as in [1] or f5]. 
Lemma 2.1 For any i\ -bounded function f, k=0,l, the function A f is 
properly defined by: 
A f(i) = Sj q(i,jiff(j) - f(i)] (2.7) 
and 
||Af||Mk + i < (K+L)Kq ||f||^ (2.8) 
Further, for any finite epoch S and any pr-bounded function r there exists 
a unique /xr -bounded family {Ttr|t < S} and {Vtjt < S} satisfying 
Ts+tr - Ts(Ttr) (s+t < S) (2.9) 
Ttr - J t A(Tsr)ds (t < S) (2.10) 
Vt - 0Jfc T srds = ƒ* [r + AVs]ds ( t < S) (2.11) 
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Proof The statements (2.7) and (2.8) follow from (2.3) as in [15] with 
q* (. , .) = q(.,.). For given r, the existence of a unique pr-bounded solu-
tion {Vt|t<S} satisfying Vt = 0/t[r+AVs]ds is directly concluded from 
theorem 2.1 of [15] w .th qs (.) = q(.), r5(.) - r(.), * - 0, t = Z-t and Z = 
S substituted. This same theorem also proves the existence of a unique pr-
bounded family {Ttr|t<S} satisfying (2.10) by substituting r = 0, * = r and 
Z = t. The semigroup-iroperty (2.9) as well as the relation Vt = 0JfcTsr ds, 
finally, cannot be co ïcluded directly from this theorem but in fact are im-
plicitly proven by the proof of this theorem as based on discrete-time 
approximations, for which the discrete analogues of these statements are 
Standard. 
From Standard Markov reward theory it is weii-known in view of the above 
representation that the value Ttr(i) and Vt(i) represent the expected 
reward at time t resoectively the expected total reward over time t when 
starting in state i st time 0 and incurring a reward r at time t respecti-
vely a reward rate r during [0,t]. The operator A is known as the infini-
tesimal operator or gmerator of the underlying jump process. 
3 Approximate unifo rmization 
Consider some fixed uniformization limit Q and truncation limit N and for 
any i < N, let t[i] < N be some given state of truncation. Here we allow 
N < « and Q > sup q(i) or Q < sup q(i) 
i<N i<N 
Then for any i<N we cin define one-step transition probabilities 
p(i,j) -
0 j>N 
[ l - t q d J Q - 1 A IJ] j - i * t [ i ] 
[q ( i )Q" 1 A 1] p ( i . j ) j ^ i , j ^ t [ i ] , j<N 
[q ( i )Q" 1 A l ] [ p ( i , t [ i ] ) + S . > N p ( i , j ) ] j = t [ i ] ^ i 
[q ( i )Q- x A l ] [ p ( i , i ) + E . > H p ( i , j ) ] + [ l - [ q ( i ) Q - 1 A 1]] j - t [ i ] - i 
(3 .1) 
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The above construction has the following interpretation. For N=°° and 
Q > supj^qCi), the set ond and third probability correspond exactly to the 
condittonal transition probabilities under the Standard uniformization ap-
proach (cf. [13], p.110) in which state dependent exponential holding times 
are uniformized to one: and the same exponential holding time with parameter 
Q and dummy jumps inrDduced from a state into itself, as if the process is 
inspected at an exponential rate Q. For N<«>, which is of computational 
interest, this uniformizing approach is retained but with truncated state 
space in which transitions exceeding the truncation limit are lumped to-
gether in some state t[i] . For Q < supiSNq(i) with either N=« or N<», as 
can be of interest bo':h from a computational and theoretical point of view, 
the uniformization i^ relaxed to states with q(i) < Q only. The special 
case N<«> and Q > max1q(i) which is most practically interesting, will be 
referred to as "truncated uniformization". 
Now let us investigate how the above construction for fixed Q and N can be 
exploited to "efficiently approximate" stationary performance measures of 
the continuous time Markov chain given in section 2. To this end, we adopt 
all notation from section 2 and with the reward rate r let functions 
{Vn|n=0,l,2,...} be defined by 
Vn+i - C o Tk r/4 = r/Q + T Vn (3.2) 
Tk+i - T Tk where T0 = I (3.3) 
T f(i) - Sj p(i,j) f(j). (3.4) 
i 
These reward functions thus correspond to the expected total reward over n 
periods of length 1/Q with one-step transition probabilities given by 
(3.1). Now let us assume that for some state £: 
i - l i m N ^ § vH(i> 
and (3.5) 
exist, where Vt is the function given by (2.11), which represent the ex-
pected average reward per period and per unit of time of the discrete con-
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struction (3.2) and the original continuous-time Markov chain respectively. 
The following key-theorem then shows that under appropriate conditions the 
approximate uniformization construction approximates the average reward, 
such as a performance measure, within an order 1/Q. 
Theorem 3.1 (Approx__mate uniformization) Suppose that for some Bx, B2: 
TnM2(i) sBj (vn) (3.6) 
IlTtMrIl„r < B 2 (vt) (3.7) 
and for some B3 and a'.l t: 
| S . > N p ( i , j ) [ V t ü ) - V t ( i ) ] | + 
l 1 { q ( i ) > Q } V N p ( i , j ) [ V t ( j ) - V t ( i ) ] | + 
l t 1 + 1 { q ( i ) > Q } ] V N p ( i , j ) [ V t ( t [ i ] ) - V t ( i ) ] | < M q ( i ) M r ( i ) B 3 / Q ( 3 . 8 ) 
Then f o r a l l t=n /Q a n l w i t h C=[K B3 + (K+1)K K r B 2 ] : 
| ( V n - V t ) ( i ) | < t ^ C / Q ( 3 . 9 ) 
| g - g | < BiC/Q. ( 3 . 1 0 ) 
Proof Let h=l/Q, then by virtue of (3.2) and (2.11) 
Vn - hr -f T Vn.a 
Vnh - Vnh-h + Sll h (r+A Vs)ds. 
t 
Also noting that T is restricted to {1,...,N}, we thus conclude for i<N 
(vnh - vn)(i) -
(3.11) 
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Vnh.h(i) + h AVnh.h(i) + J^_h A(Vs-Vnh.h)(i)ds - T Vn.x(i) -
[A - (T-Dh-Mh Vnh.h(i) + J^.h A(Vs-Vnh.h)(i)ds + TCV^^-^.iXi) 
(3.12) 
From (2.7), (3.1), (3.4) and (3.8), we conclude for arbitrary t and with h"1^: 
|[A - (T-Dh-^Vtd)! = 
|q(i) Sj p(i,j)[Vt(j)-Vt(i)] - [q(i) A Q] * 
{S J S H p ( i , j ) [ V t ( j ) - V t ( i ) ] + 2 . > N p ( i , j ) [ V t ( t [ i ] ) - V t ( i ) ] } | -
l1{q(i)>Q} ^ ( ^ - Q ] 2 j< N P ( i . j ) [ V t ( j ) - V t ( i ) ] + 
^ ( D S Q J q ( i ) Sj s .H P < i ' J ) [ V t ( j ) - V t ( t [ i ] ) ] + 
^ ( Ü X D {q(D ^ > N P ^ ' J ) [ v t ( j ) - v t ( i ) ] -
Q S.> N p ( i , j ) [ V t : t [ i ] ) - V t ( i ) ] ) | < 
q ( i ) M q ( i ) y u r ( i ) B 3 / Q < 
Ai2(I)KqB3/Q. (3 .13) 
From (2.8), (2.10), (2.11), (3.7), h-l/Q and the fact that 
II • I U n — I I • I L , we also conclude 
1
 r 
l | A ( V . - V a h . h ) | j M 2 < (K+l)Kq | |J n S h . h Tur du| | ^ < 
(K+DKq | | r | | „ | j j : h . h T u / * r du | l < ( K +l )KK r B 2 /Q . (3.14) 
F u r t h e r , no te t h a t | f ( i ) | < /*2( i) | | f | |M and | ï f ( i ) | < Sj p ( i , j ) | f ( j ) | 
for a r b i t r a r y func t ion f. Hence, from s u b s t i t u t l n g (3 .13) and (3.14) i n 
(3 .12) a f t e r t ak ing abso lu t e v a l u e s , we conclude t h a t for any i<N and with 
C - [KqB3 + (K+l)K qK r3 2 ] : 
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l(Vn-Vnh)(i)| < h M i M C / Q ] + 2j p(i,j) l^.i-V^.^Cj)!. (3.15) 
As the probabilities D(Ï,J) remain restricted to states j<N, we thus find 
by iterating the lat ter inequality for n,n-l,n-2,...,0 and substituting 
V„(.) - V0(.) - 0: 
|(Vn-Vn.h)(I)1 <h.C/Q] 2^ :J (TkMz)(i). (3.16) 
By applying condition (3.6) with i=i, the proof of inequality (3.9) is 
hereby completed. Inequality (3.10) immediately follows by the definitions 
(3.5). D 
Remark 3.2 (Condition 3.8). The right hand side of condition (3.8) may 
seem artificial by the inclusion of n (i) and 1/Q. However, for practical 
application one may typically think of the left hand side of (3.8) to be 
non-zero only for i Euch that q(i) is aproximately equal to or larger than 
Q. Roughly, it then comes down to verifying (3.8) with the right hand side 
replaced by Mr(i) B3 in order to guarantee (3.10) with order of accuracy 
1/Q. 
Remark 3.3 (Restricted/truncated uniformization). Below we particularize 
condition (3.8) for tvo special cases of interest. 
(i) N=«, Q<«> (Restricted uniformization). As N=« and only states with 
K u (i) > q(i) > Q are involved in (3.8), in this case (3.8) reduces to: 
l|Sj P(-.J) [Vt(j)-Vt(.)3||Mr < B3 K"1 (3.17) 
(ii) N<«, Q > maxiS]i q(i) (Truncated uniformization). As q(i) < Q, condi-
tion (3.8) is now gua-anteed by 
|S.>N p(i,j) [Vt(j)-Vt(i)]| + 
|E.>N p(i,j) [Vt(c[i]) - Vt(i)]| < /* (I)Air(i)B3/Q. (3.18) 
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P a r t i c u l a r l y , wi th t [ L ] - i for a l l i and M„(i) 2: (1—S)K~1Q for a l l i such 
t h a t p ( i , j ) > 0 for sonuj j>N, where 0<5<l, t h i s reduces to 
| S j > N p ( i , j ) [ V t ( j ) - V t ( i ) ] | < / i r ( i ) B3 K-ql(l-S) (3.19) 
Remark 3.4 For the cise N==°, the key-result (3.9) of theorem 3.1 resembles 
Theorem 2.2 of [15], showing that for this special case the construction 
3.2 approximates the value Vt within an order 1/Q but with a conditioning 
constant Cfc depending on t. From the proofs of this reference, however, 
this constant depending on t appears to be exponential in t (see the proof 
of Lemma 5.1). In contrast but most essentially, however, (3.9) proves that 
this constant can be reduced to a linear function in t so that the main 
result (3.10) can be concluded. 
Remark 3.5 As (3.10) implies the order of accuracy 1/Q provided the condi-
tions (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) are satisfied, it also proves the approximate 
uniformization to be asymptotically exact in Q. Particularly, the truncated 
uniformization such as under (3.6), (3.7) and (3.19) seems to guarantee 
this asymptotic exactness. This will be illustrated in section 5. 
4 Recursive verification of continuous-time conditions 
The conditions (3.7) and (3.8) involve continuous-time functions that are 
to be estimated from above independently of t. This itself is a main prob-
lem as time-recursive techniques cannot be applied in continuous-time. This 
section therefore will show that the discrete-time recursive construction 
(3.2) and (3.3) can also be utilized to verify the conditions (3.7) and 
(3.8) in a discrete-time recursive manner. 
To this end, approximation results will be established similar to (3.9) but 
without continuous-time conditions such as (3.7) or (3.8). In contrast with 
the right hand side cf (3.9), however, the order of this approximation will 
grow exponentially in t so that a main result of interest as (3.10) cannot 
be concluded. But for fixed t, these approximations will suffice to verify 
(3.7) and (3.8). 
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Let N<°° and Q > maxi<Hq(i) be arbitrary finite numbers and consider the 
one-step transition construction given by (3.1). Hence, with h=l/Q, we have 
P(i.j) -
0 j>N 
1-h q(i) j=i*t[i] 
h q(i,j) j^ 1. j^t[i] 
h[q(i,t[i]) + S.>N q(i,j)] j-t[i]p«i 
^ htq(i.i) +2., N cl<i'J> 3 + [1-h q(i)] j-ttl]-l (4.1) 
Let T, Tk be defined by (3.3) and (3.4) and write A-[T-I]h_1. The foilowing 
key-lemma is then obtained as a truncated analog of lemma 4.1 from [15]. 
lts proof essentially relies upon the technical assumptions (2.4) or (2.5). 
Lemma 4.1 For k=0,l,2 and some constant C independent of N and Q: 
(T/ik)(i) < (1+hC) /^(i) (i<N) (4.2) 
Proof Noting that pk(t[i]) < Mk(j) f o r a 1 1 J>N a n d with q(i)=2jq(i,j) we 
find 
T/*k(i) - M k ( D + h S . £ N q ( i , j ) ^ ( j ) 
- h q ( i ) / i , ( i ) + h / i k ( t [ i ] ) S J > H q ( i , j ) 
< M k ( i ) + h 2 j q ( i , j ) [^Q)-^(i)] ( 4 . 3 ) 
The proof is hereby crapleted under assumption (2.5), while under (2.4) the 
proof is guaranteed b; noting that /Xj.(j) < /^(i) for j<i so that the latter 
inequality can be red iced to 
T/^d) <
 Mk(i) + -i SJ>± q(i,j) [^(j)-/ik(i)] (4.4) 
D 
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The following lemma ±u a minor modification of lemma 2.1. lts proof follows 
directly from theorer, 2.1 of [15] with q'(.)-q(-), r5(.)=r(.), t-Z-t and 
Z=S. 
Lemma 4.2 For arbitrary finite S and pk -bounded functions r and T/> there 
exists a unique /Jr -boanded family {Wt|t<S} satisfying 
wt " V> + o P Cr + A w] ds- <4-5) 
Further, 
wt = oSt Tsr ds + Tt V (4.6) 
Now consider some fixed t and /zk -bounded functions r and rp. Then with 
i=[t/h], the functions {Wn|n=0,1,2,...,£) can be defined by 
Wn + 1 - h r + Tn (iKi) 
(4.7) 
The following lemma then relates this special recursive construction to the 
continuous-time formvlation (4.5). lts proof is similar to that of theorem 
3.1 but with some mii or though essential technical differences as the con-
ditions (3.7) and (3.3) are excluded. 
Lemma 4.3 For giver N and Q > maxi£Nq(i) assume that for some constant r>0: 
Mq(i) > rQ if 2.>Np(i,j) > 0 (i<N) (4.8) 
Then for arbitrary S<», any t<S, some constant Cs independent of N and Q, 
i=[t/h] and arbitrary fix -bounded function f, we have 
|(Tg - Tt)f(i)| < M2(i)Ct/Q (i<N). (4.9) 
|(Wg - Wt)(i)| <: fi2(i)Ct/q (i<N). (4.10) 
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Proof We will first prove (4.10) for arbitrary nT-bounded functions r and 
i>. Fr om (4.5) and (4.3), we obtain similarly to (3.11) and (3.12) that for 
any nh<S and i<N: 
(Wnh-Wn)(i) = 
[A - (T-Dh'Mh Wnh.h(i) + 
Jnh-hA(Ws-Wnh.h)(i)ds + T C W ^ . ^ . ^ d ) (4.11) 
Now noting that q(i)<Q for all i<N, for all s<S we obtain as in (3.13): 
i[A-(T-I)h-i]Ws(i)| = q(i)|2j>Hp(i,j)[Ws(j)-Ws(t[i])]| (4.12) 
As Ws is nx -bounded while also /ir(t[i]) < Mr (J) f°r a H J>N> by virtue of 
condition (2.3) with k=0 and the technical condition (4.8), the latter 
expression can be estimated from above by 
2 q(i) K
 Mr(i) ||W„|| < 
r 
2 K K q ^ 2 ( i ) | | W s i L r / M q ( i ) < M2(i)C1 /Q (4.13) 
where C, - 2KK q M x . S 8 | |w. | 1 ^ , , . F u r t h e r , from ( 2 . 8 . ) and ( 4 . 5 ) : 
l |A(W s -W n h _ h ) | | < 
r 
(K+DKq | | / : h . h [ r + AWu]du| |M i < 
h(K+l)Kq l | | r | | M i + (K+l)Kq sup | | W U | | „ J < hC2 = C2/Q. (4.14) 
u<S 
for a constant C2 independent of N and Q=l/h. Then similarly to (3.15), by 
substituting (4.13) and (4.14) in (4.11) after taking absolute values, we 
find for any i<N: 
|(Wn-Wnh)(i)| < h M2(i)[C3/Q] + iT^.j-tf^Xi)! (4.15) 
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where C^C-L+Cg does not depend on N and Q=l/h. Hence, by lemma 4.1 and 
(1+hC) < exp(hC), we nave for all nh<S: 
l|wn-wnh | |A2 <h[:3 /Q] + (i+hc) M ^ ^ - w ^ l l ^ 
< < [nh](l+hC)n[C3/Q] 
< S ecs[C3/Q]. (4.16) 
Finally, with n=[t/h] and h=l/Q, we conclude as in (4.14): 
llwnh-wtll^2 < C2/Q (4.17) 
By combining (4.16) and (4.17), inequality (4.10) is hereby proven for 
arbitrary fix -bounded functions r and x/>. By letting r be identical to 0 and 
substituing ij>=£, (4.9) immediately follows from (4.6) and (4.10). D 
Theorem 4.4 (Discrete verification) For some r>0 and sequences 
{Nro |m=l,2, . . . } and {Q,,, |m-l,2, . . . } with Nm-+« and Qm-*» as m-*o, suppose that 
for all m-1,2,... condition (4.8) of lemma 4.3 is satisfied with N=Nm and 
Q=Qm. Further, assume that for all m, some constants B and B(k,j) for given 
k,j: 
TnMr(i) < /ir(i)B (i<N) (4.18) 
and 
|Vn(j)-Vn(k)| < B(k,j) (n>0) . (4.19) 
with Tn and Vn as pei (3.2) and (3.4) based on (4.1) with N=Nm and Q=Qm, 
and provided k,j < Nm. Then also for all i and that given k,j: 
Tt/ir(I) < Mr(i)B (t>0) (4.20) 
|Vt(j)-Vt(k)| < B(k,j) (t>0) (4.21) 
Proof By letting N - ^ -^o and Q - Qn,"*00 as m-+«>, this follows directly from 
lemma 4.3. E 
! 
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Remark 4.5 (Monotonie .ty properties) Theorem 4.4 enables us to verify the 
conditions (3.7) and (3.8) in an inductive manner based on the recursive 
constructions (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3). As will be illustrated in detail in 
the next section, ver .fication of the conditions (3.7) and (3.8) can hereby 
essentially be reduct d to showing that the one-step transition structure 
preserves monotonicitr properties (see lemma 5.1, lemma 5.2 and lemma 5.4). 
5 Application: Queutsing systems with breakdowns 
To illustrate how the approximate uniformization technique applies and how 
the necessary conditions can be verified in practical situations, this sec-
tion concerns an application to queueing systems with breakdowns. Such sys-
tems do not exhibit é. product form expression for the steady state distri-
bution and thus requi-re a numerical computation. Moreover, in this case the 
necessary conditions juch as (3.7) and (3.8) cannot be verified directly by 
birth-death type arguments as a two- and thus essentialy more-dimensional 
state space is invo _ved. To this end, monotonicity results are to be 
proved. Such results are currently of interest in the literature (cf. [9], 
[10], [11], [12], [13] and [19]). The present application, however, re-
quires special techn: cauties as infinite intensities are involved. This 
has not been touchedupon earlier in the literature. The proof techniques 
therefore are of gene :al interest. 
For the purpose of i'.-.lustration and exposition, we restrict our attention 
to the truncated uniformization case (see remark 3.3 ii) as this case is 
the most natural one erom a numerical point of view. However, as the essen-
tial technicalities sach as (3.7) and (3.8) are hereby dealt with, similar 
results can be expect.ed for other approximate uniformizations such as re-
stricted uniformization (see remark 3.3 i). 
As per inequality (3.L0) of theorem 3.1, the accuracy of the truncated uni-
formization proposed will be shown to be of order 1/Q with an explicit con-
ditioning constant B3~C. As performance measure of interest we will consider 
the system throughput. 
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5.1 Model 
Consider an infinite server system that is subject to breakdowns indepen-
dently of whether cus :omers are present or not at an exponential rate with 
parameter vx . A breakdown renders the system inoperative for an exponential 
period with parameter v0 . The service requirements are assumed to be expo-
nential with parametf r fj,. The interarrival times are also exponential but 
with state dependent parameter A(p,9) whenever the system is in state 
(p,9) denoting that p customers are present while the system is in status 
9, where 9=1 means operative (up) and 9=0 means inoperative (down). Here we 
assume that for some A<» and all (p,9): 
A(p,l) * A(p,0) 
(5.1) 
A > A(p,9) > A(p+1,9). 
For example, we can have A(n,9)=0 whenever 9=0 and n>Z for some Z, while 
A(n,9)=A otherwise, representing a system in which arrivals are blocked 
above a certain level Z when the system is down. 
The description above is known in the literature as the "independent" 
breakdown case in co ïtrast with the so-called "active" breakdown case in 
which the system can go down only when it is serving (cf. [4], p.101). 
Despite intuition, e.ither case is essentially as equally untractable 
analytically. For c<nstant A(.,.)=A and a single instead of infinite 
server, closed form expressions have been obtained for the generating 
function of the queue length (cf. [4], p.103). Similar expressions can be 
expected for the inf.nite server case but even then explicit expressions 
for the steady state distribution do not seem obtainable. A product form 
expression can be shown to hold (cf. [16]) only when A(.,9)-0 for 9=0. For 
the general case numerical computation is thus required. As infinite 
transition rates are involved, truncated uniformization will be proposed. 
As performance measure of interest we investigate the throughput, where it 
is noted that this mzasure is known explicitly only when the arrival rate 
is constant. 
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5.2 Truncated uniformization 
The transition rates q([p,6j,[p',9']) for a transition from state [p,9] 
into [p',9'j are give.i by 
A(p,9) for [p',9'3 = [p+1,9] 
p // l{e,1} for [p',9'] = [p-1,1] 
(5.2) 
for [p',9'] = [p,l] 
• < 
"o -L{e=o} 
<• vx l{e=1} for [p',9'] = [p,0] 
Further, let 
r(p,9) - p n l{e=.} (5.3) 
which represents the ieparture rate whenever the system is operative with p 
customers. First, Ie:, us investigate the conditions (2.1). Clearly (2.1) 
and (2.2) are satisfied with 
Mr(p,9) - (1+p), Kr - /i 
Atq(P.e) = (1+P). Kq = A+M+^ o+i/i. 
Further, with the stare labeling given below one directly verifies the con-
ditions (2.6) which .n turn, as per reference [.], guarantees conditions 
(2.3) and (2.4) with K=8. Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 thus apply. Particularly, the 
functions Vt are well-defined and their limits as per (3.5) necessarily 
will equal the unique throughput g. The approximate uniformization theorem 
3.1 thus becomes of interest. 
To this end, label the states [p,9] by the number 2p+9+2 l/p>0} and 
throughout this sect:lon, let i and j denote the label corresponding to a 
state [p,9] and [p',C] respectively. Further, the preceding notation will 
be adopted either wit'i i and j representing labels or with i and j replaced 
by their corresponding two-dimensional states. For example, we write both 
q(i,j) and q([p,6],[p',6']) for the transition rates as given above. 
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Let the operators {Tt|t>0} and the functions {Vt|t>0} be given by (2.10) 
and (2.11) for the sbove transition rates and reward structure. Then Vt 
represents the expected total number of departures over a time period of 
length t, so that the system throughput is determined by 
g - limt~<o \ Vt ( 0,1])-
In order to apply theorem 3.1 we first wish to establish the conditions 
(4.18) and (4.19) for concluding the estimates (3.7) and (3.8). These esti-
mates are the most essential step for practically applying theorem 3.1. 
To this end, consider any arbitrary truncation limit L on the queue size 
and let the transition probabilities p([p,9],[p',6']) be defined by (4.1) 
with N - 2L+3 and t([L,9]) = [L,9]. Then with 
Q = {L/x+A+i/Q+i/i+zij > max{ [ p e ] | p < L e = 0jlj{q([p,e]) + p,} , (5.4) 
we have 
p([p,0].[p',e']) - i 
l-q([L,6])/Q + A([L,9])/Q [p',0']=[p,8]-[L,8] 
l-q([L,9])/Q [p',e']=[p,e]^[L,0] 
^ q([p,6]>[p\e'])/Q otherwise (5.5) 
for all [p,8] with p<L. In words, this construction rejects arrivals ex-
ceeding the threshold L. First let us prove that this construction pre-
serves monotonicity. 
Lemma 5.1 For any fanction f(n,9) such that 
f(p+l,0) - f(p,8) > 0 (p>0, 6=0,1) (5.6) 
also 
T f(p+l,9) - T f(3,9) > 0 (p>0, 9-0,1). (5.7) 
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Proof For any p+1 < L and 9=0,1, we obtain from (5.1) and (5.5): 
T f(p+l,6) - T f(p,6) = 
{ [ A ( p + l , e ) / Q ] 1 { P + 1 < L } f ( p + 2 , 8 ) + l { p + 1 = L } f(L,C-))] 
+ [(p+1) n 1{8=1}/Q] f(p,9) + [i/0 l { e = o}/Q] f(P+l,D 
+ [ux l { e = 1 ) /Q] f(p+1,9) 
+ (i - [A(P+i,9) + (p+i) n i { e - i} + ^e]/Q) f(p+i,e)} 
- {[A(p,e)/Q] f(p+1,9) 
+ [p n l { e = 1 } 1{P>0}/Q] f (p- l . l ) 
+ ["i l{ e-i}/Q] f(P-°) + ["o l{e-o}/Q] f(P.D 
+ (1 - [A(p,6. + p ix l { e = 1 } l { p > 0 } + „ y ] / Q ) f ( p ! 0 ) } 
- [A(p,9)/Q] l { p + 1 < L } tf(p+2,9) - f(p+l,9)] 
+ [A(p,e)/Q] ^ { p + 1 = L } [f(L,8) - f(L,6)] 
+ [{A(p,e)-A(p+1,9)}/Q] [f(p+l,9)-f(p+l,9)] 
+ [p n l { e = 1 ] l { p > 0 } /Q][f(p ,e)-f (p- l ,9)] « 
+ [/* l { 8 - i } /Q [f(p,e)-f(p,9)] 
+ ["x l { e - i } / i ] [ f (P+1.0)-f(p ,0)] 
+ K i { e -o} / i ] [ f (p+i . i ) - f (p .D] 
+ [1 - {A(p,9i + (p+1) ji i{e=1}+J/e}/Q][f(p+i.e)-f(P.©)]-
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Noting that the second, third and fifth term of the last expression are 
equal to 0, applying (5.6) to the other terms, and recalling (5.4), we have 
hereby completed the ;>roof. O 
Lemma 5.2 For k=0,l 2 and all n>0: 
Tn + 1 /ik(0,l) < Tn .^(0,1) (5.8) 
Proof By induction to n we will show that for any function f satisfying 
(5.6), we also have 
(Tn+1f - Tnf)(0,l) > 0 (5.9) 
For n=0 this follows by: 
Tf(0,l) = [A(0,1)/Q] f(l,l) 
+ {1 - [A;0,1)/Q]} f(0,l) i f(0,l). 
Suppose that (5.9) ho'Lds for n < m-1, then for n=m: 
(Tm+1f - Tmf)(0,l) - (Tm-Tm-1)(Tf)(0,l) > 0, 
by virtue of the induction hypothesis provided (Tf) satisfies (5.6). This, 
however, is proven by lemma 5.1. D 
Lemma 5.3 Let p - A|>~ x+u'0 X+/J.' 1i'1»'ö1 ] • Then, for k-O, 1,2 
Tn/ik(0,l) < e"" I*=1(l+:J)<k + 1 V / j ! - B(k). (5.10) 
Proof The arrival ïate of the original queueing system is estimated from 
above by A. Also, a- the mean number of breakdowns during a service is 
estimated from above jy vx/^ while upon arrival the system can be down, the 
mean sojourn time of i customer in the original queueing system is estimat-
ed from above by [l+:'x/^]u'01+/z_1 . Therefore, with Xg the queue length of 
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the original breakdovn system in equilibrium and X the queue length of a 
stationary MJMJ«> system with arrival rate A and mean service time 
[l+u1/i>0]/p,, one can prove by stochastic monotonicity results such as in 
[9], [10], [11], [18] and [19] that 
ECl+Xg)15 < E(l+X)k - C(k). 
Now consider the origuial breakdown system with the modification that arri-
vals exceeding the th.'eshold L are rejected and let Xg be the queue length 
of this system in equilibrium. Than, as intuitively clear, one can prove as 
in [16] that also 
E(l+X^)k < Ea+Xj,)". 
On the other hand, by virtue of the construction (5.5) and the Standard 
uniformization technique (cf. [15], p.110), the steady state distributions 
of this truncated breakdown model and the construction (5.5) are the same, 
so that particularly 
l i m n ^ Tn Mk = E : I + X J ) * . 
The monotonicity as proven by lemma 5.2 thus completes the proof. D 
The following lemma is concerned with estimating the bias terms of the 
reward structure of interest, being the throughput. To this end, let 
r([p,6]) = p n 1{ 5=1} (5.11) 
and consider the functions Vn as given by (3.2) as based upon T given by 
(3.4) and (5.5). 
Lemma 5.4 For all r, p+1 < L and 6=0,1 we have 
0 < Vn([p+1,6]) - Vn([p,0]) < 1 (5.12) 
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Proof S ince f o r p+:. < L: 
v m + 1 ( [ p + 1 , 8 ] ) - v m + x < [ p , e ] ) -
[A* l{e-i}/Q] + T Vm([p+1,8]) - T Vm ([p,e]), 
as in the proof of lemma 4.1 with f replaced by Vm and terms equal to zero 
omitted, we find 
Vm+1([p+1,8]) - Vm+1 ([p,6]) -
[H l{e-i}/Q] 
+ [ A ( P ) e ) / Q ] i { p + 1 < L } [ v m ( P + i , e ) - ^ ( [ p , © ] ) ] 
+ [p M l { e = 1 } l { p j 0 } / Q ] [ V m ( [ p , l ] ) - V m ( [ p - l , l ] ) ] 
+ [u1 l t e - D / Q l t V . C f p + l . O ] ) - V m ( [ p , 0 ] ) ] 
+ ["o l { e . o j / Q ] { ^ ( [ P + l . l ] ) - V m ( f p , 0 ] ) ] 
+ [1 - {A(pf0) + (FH) n l{e.1} + i/e}/Q]-[VB (p+1,8) - Vm(p,8)] (5.13) 
We can now give the proof by induction to n. Clearly, (5.12) holds for n=0 
as V0(.,.)=0. Suppose that (5.12) holds for n<m, then substitution of the 
lower estimate 0 in (5.13) directly yields the lower estimate 0 also for 
n=m+l. To conclude also the upper estimate 1 for n=m+l, note that the first 
term of the right hand side of (5.13) is compensated by fj. l{e ) of the 
last term together with the upper estimate 1 for n=m by induction hypo-
thesis and recall (5.4). D 
We are now able to apply theorems 3.1 and 4.3. To this end, let g be 
defined by (3.2) and (3.5) as based upon the truncated uniformization (5.5) 
for given truncation Limit L. 
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Theorem 5.5 Let B(0) and B(2) be given by (5.10). Then for any queue size 
truncation limit L and Q = [L n + v0 + v^ + X + n]: 
!g-gi ^ B(2)C/Q - 0(1/L) (5.14) 
where 
C - [Kq B3 + 9 Kq Kr B(0)] 
Kq - [A + 2/x + i/0 + i/J 
B3 = Kq/(L+1) 
Kr = ft. 
Proof First note that the label N = 2L+3 corresponds to the state 
[L,l]. The only states with label i such that a state with label j>N can be 
reached, therefore, are the states [L,ö] with 8=0 or 6=1. For these states 
one has 
Mq([L,9]) = (1+L) > r Q (5.15) 
for T'1 - [A+2/i+^ o+i/! 1 . Condition (4.8) is thus satisfied with fixed r > 0 
for any N = 2L+1, Q - [L/i + i/Q + u1 + A + /i] and arbitrary L. By letting 
L-»« and recalling lemma 5.3 for k=0 and lemma 5.4, the conditions of 
theorem 4.4 and thus inequalities (4.20) and (4.21) are satisfied with 
B = B(0) given by (5.10) (5.16) 
B([L+l,0],[L,e]) - 1 (5.17) 
for arbitrary L. Now consider a fixed L. Then by virtue of lemma 5.3 and 
(5.16) we have thus -verified the conditions (3.6) and (3.7) of theorem 3.1 
with i=l the label of state [0,0] and 
Bx = B(2), 
B2 = B(0) 
as per lemma 5.3. Fu: ther, as t[L,6] = [L,6] and q([p,6]) < Q for all 
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p < L and 9=0,1, by using (5.17) as estimate for |vt([L+l,0])-Vt([L,0])| 
and substituting p. ( L,©]) = /zr([L,0]) = (L+1), one immediately verifies 
(3.8) with 
B3 = Q/(L+1)2 < [*+2n+v0+v1]/O.+l). 
Application of theorem 3.1, where it is noted that K=8 as by (2.3), cora-
pletes the proof. D 
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